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Steve Mohlke
52 Gray Road • Ithaca NY 14850
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clerk@ithacamonthlymeeting.org
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Mike Simkin
3137 Jacksonville Rd • T-burg, NY 14886
607-387-5174 • mes13@cornell.edu
Ministry & Worship:
Tonia Saxon
607-387-5244 • tonia@iecc.com
Pastoral Care:
Emily Williams
703.297.9849 • ewy310@gmail.com
Childcare Requests:
Kathy Beissner • beissner@ithaca.edu
Burtt House:
Violet Goncarov, Friend in Residence
227 N. Willard Way, Ithaca, NY 14850
607-273-5421
Listserv:
To join our email list for solely for
meeting-related announcements, send
an email message addressed to:
IMMRSF-L-request@cornell.edu
with body of the message as simply:
join
Scheduling:
To set up or schedule a program or
presentation for the meeting and/or to
reserve a room at the meetinghouse,
please see the instructions on the website.

A piano for the meetinghouse?
An ad hoc committee, and an invitation
Last month at business meeting we took up the question of whether or not we would like
a piano in the meetinghouse. With concerns about the space it would take up and preventing it from being played at inappropriate times, we heard committee recommendations
against accepting an offer of a piano. At the meeting for business we found sufficient interest in having a piano to reconsider those recommendations.
There were many questions. Even if we want a piano, it’s not clear that the one being offered is the one that would be right for us. Friends asked how much a piano would cost
to maintain, about where it would be located in the meetinghouse, and about the importance of keeping the meeting room a quiet place. “Silence is hard to come by these days,”
one Friend said.
We also heard from Friends who find a valuable spiritual connection through music. We
recognized that there were probably more questions that need investigation before the
meeting for business could effectively consider the matter further. We agreed to form an
ad hoc committee to work through the questions.
See “Piano” on page 2

Friends Bike Clinic Celebrates One Year Anniversary
About three years ago I came to realize that the speed and weight of my car represented a
kind of violence. The speed I was expected to go forced children, pets, and wild animals to
scramble out of my way. In fact, I was expected to be angry with them if they didn’t get out
of my way. And the more
I biked, the more the size
and weight of my car came
to seem outrageously excessive for the tasks I used it
for. Did I really need to use
a vehicle capable of crushing someone to death just
to go pick up my groceries?
So I joyously made my bicycle my primary means of
transportation and I looked
for ways to help others do
so too.
Which brings us to the
Friends Bike Clinic, which
is celebrating its one-year
anniversary. The Friends
Bike Clinic is basically this:

Website: ithacamonthlymeeting.org

Fred and Marlo disassemble a rear hub.
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“Piano,” continued from page 1

“Bike Clinic,” continued from page 1

Below is the list of questions discerned thus far:

several times a month I’ve set up a bike stand, a bike pump, and a
collection of tools at various locations around town. People stop by
and I help them fix their bikes. That’s all there is to it. I enjoy fixing
things so I have a lot of fun. And they are very appreciative! Unlike
some forms of bicycling advocacy, I know I’m very directly increasing the number of bicyclists in Ithaca. People typically say things
like “I got a flat tire so I put my bike in storage for a few years. I’m
so glad you’re here to teach me how to fix a flat tire.”

1. What is the best location for a piano in the meetinghouse?
What are the drawbacks of each possible location? How
can we have a piano and still preserve the sense of quiet and
peace in the meetinghouse?
2. Is the piano being offered an appropriate instrument for us?
3. How will we keep people from playing it when we don’t want
them to? (A lock and a cover were suggested.) How much
does a lock and a cover cost?
4. How old is the piano? What condition is it in? What does it
sound like as an instrument?
5. How much would a piano cost to maintain?
6. Could we move it without too much effort? How much
would a dolly cost? If were always on a dolly, could someone
still play the pedals?

Do you know of other questions that should be on this list? Do
you have an interest in working to help our Meeting research these
questions and make a recommendation to the meeting for business? Would you like to be a member of this ad hoc committee?
Because it is an ad hoc committee, it is not a long-term committee.
The committee will last only as long as it takes to handle this task.
If you have an interest in the committee and would like to be on
it, contact Tonia Saxon (information below). The members of the
committee and questions they should address will be proposed at
the meeting for business on October 14. Melody Johnson and
Steve Paisley have already agreed to work on the committee.
We are looking forward to hearing from you.

A lot of good things happened this year. In December we won a
“Signs of Sustainability” award from Tompkins County. I’ve since
made numerous connections with county and city administrators.
I’ve been helping Cornell and Ithaca College students set up their
own bike repair shops. I’ve set up my mobile clinic at the Farmer’s
Market, Bike to Work Day, Porchfest, the AIDs Ride, and the
Streets Alive festival. A dozen of us rode in the Ithaca Festival
parade. One young Friend called the FBC “the coolest Quaker
outreach program ever”. And something that was especially satisfying: I helped a group of half a dozen Burmese refugees fix up
bikes as their primary means of transportation.
The FBC is at a critical juncture. It needs to move beyond being my personal project. This is already starting to happen. Local
tinkerer Scott McCasland has accepted the role of Co-Director.
College students have begun helping out at the clinics. And I am
hoping others will step forward. I certainly appreciate those of you
who have donated money and bicycles. And thanks to the Ithaca
Monthly Meeting for donating the space. Now I’m looking for
people to donate time. You may find as I did that something you
enjoy doing is especially good at being something you give.
— Laurence Clarkberg
larry@knowledgetown.com

— Tonia Saxon
tonia@iecc.com, 387-5244

David McCobb helps a Burmese bicyclist.
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Initial meeting of the Cornell Bike Collective
which incidentally includes Meeting attenders
Cat, Peter, and Ethan
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Hearing Loss In Our Meeting
Editor’s Note: Not all messages spoken during Meeting for Worship are
clearly heard by everyone present. Some Friends have better hearing
than others. In this series of articles, Susan Wolf describes how the
inability to hear well affects her interaction with others. This is the
fourth and final article in a series.

Will an amplification system resolve the problem?
When I tell people I have a problem hearing them, they often suggest that I might want to try hearing aids. I tell them I already
have two. Analog hearing aids amplify across the board; digital
hearing aids can be adjusted to amplify more the sounds you hear
less. Having a digital aid is helpful because the usual hearing loss
does not happen across the entire sound spectrum; the sounds
usually lost are the high-frequency sounds. But no matter how expensive or how good a hearing aid is, it does not restore clarity. It
merely magnifies what sounds you already hear so that some comprehension is restored. Think of a word in a very small font with
bits of the letters missing so you can’t be sure what that word is.
Because it is very small, it’s also hard to see. This is how I hear all
the time. Now think of that word (with its missing bits) in a larger font. You’ll see what’s there better, but you still may not be sure
what word it is. Context helps, but I am still often left guessing.
Another thing people often suggest is the use of an amplification
system in the place where communication is taking place. A microphone can be helpful, especially in a large room where most
speakers would have to shout to be heard, but it is not the answer
to the challenges of a hearing loss. There are a few issues to keep in
mind when considering whether or not to purchase an amplification system (other than budgetary concerns).
The first is that people need to use the microphone correctly in
order to have it be effective. At New York Yearly Meeting they
provide cordless mics for people to use when speaking from the
floor. Picture this mic as a sort of electronic ice cream cone. For
this mic to be effective, the speaker has to hold it nearly horizon-

tal so s/he can speak directly into the end of it. (If you held an ice
cream cone this way, the ice cream would fall off.) Most people
do not hold the mic in the correct position. They hold it carefully
upright (no falling ice cream here) under the chin, out in front of
them, or just under the lips. Some speakers move the mic around
for emphasis so their voice fades in and out. Some people hold
the mic too close (even if they position it correctly) and the voice
comes through as a series of pops and buzzes as the sound hits the
end of the mic. What comes through to the listener in these instances is a lot of amplified unintelligible verbage. Unless the mic
is used effectively it won’t work as a solution.
Another concern with using a microphone is that it only amplifies; it cannot add clarity to the way that person speaks. (Keep in
mind that a hearing aid is a miniature amplification system.) If
the person mumbles, the listener will hear amplified mumbling. If
the person speaks so rapidly that all words run together, the listener will hear a stream of rapidly-spoken unintelligible words. If the
person whispers or speaks in a hushed voice, the listener will likely
hear an amplified but not understandable whisper.
One plus to using a microphone system is that the speaker may be
made more mindful of the need for clarity when s/he is holding a
mic. Another is that the speaker must wait to receive (or take) the
mic before beginning to speak. This allows the listener to focus visually on the speaker before the speaker begins to speak.
A microphone is helpful in a large room where most speakers
would have to shout to be heard. In a normal setting, there are other strategies that are effective for many listeners and far less costly.
The exact changes in speaking habits and patterns that assure the
best use of a mic are the very same ones that could make the use of
a mic unnecessary in a meeting room the size of ours.
Please see the September 2012 newsletter (available on our website) for suggestions for better speaking patterns.
— Susan Wolf

Alternatives to Violence Project in Cayuga Prison
Cayuga Prison is a medium security men’s
prison in Moravia. AVP Cayuga has been
holding workshops more or less monthly
since December, 2010. We have done good
community building with the team of inside (incarcerated) and outside (civilian)
facilitators.

I am currently the only regular outside facilitator. We all would like to see more
involvement from outside volunteers. We
understand that the hours are long and that
sometime prohibits people from participating. But the rewards are great. So I am
encouraging Friends to get involved if you
are at all inclined.

Our next basic workshop is October 19-21.
Hours are Friday, 3pm - 8:45pm; Saturday
and Sunday 8am - 4:45pm. You may miss
up to four hours of in-session time and
receive a certificate of completion. If interested, or for more information, please
contact me at 315-364-8616 or sdway06@
yahoo.com. Many thanks.
— Shirley Way

Advices & Queries from NYYM Faith & Practice
Advice 2. Friends are advised to read frequently the Scriptures
and such other books as will inspire and instruct, and to encourage
the practice by their families and others.
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Query 3. Are we careful that our ministry is under the leading
of the Holy Spirit? Are we concerned to take time for the study of
Scripture and other writings of spiritual value? Are we concerned
for the spiritual growth of one another?
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Help [Seriously] Wanted:
Actually Involves Pay
The Third Street Meetinghouse Committee
is looking for responsible adults who are
willing to “sponsor” non-meeting events.
The job basically consists of opening the
building, welcoming our guest renters,
showing them how to use the building,
and closing the building at the end of
their event. There are several events per
month. There is a per-event stipend. If you
are interested contact Marion DaGrossa
at 607-280-9302 or mdagrossa@twcny.
rr.com.

p our Meeting
grow
The Meeting Directory

We do have a 2012 version of our Meeting
Directory (yellow cover). If you notice any
corrections or additions that need to be
made, please get them to Bronwyn Mohlke
by the method of your choice (277-4183 /
allows you
to make / 52 Gray Road, Ithaca,
bjm9@cornell.edu
NYwriting
14850).checks,
Here are some recent updates
If you are
to
the
directory
might transfer into
ing. It is convenient foryouyou
your
own
copy:
ency for our Meeting.

electronic giving

Managing Giving to IMM through Electronic Transfers
Meeting Treasurer Mike Simkin has set up a way for you to make donations to Meeting
easily and regularly using electronic funds transfer from your bank to the Meeting’s. To set
up electronic donations, simply complete the authorization form below and return it to:
Mike Simkin, 3137 Jacksonville Rd, Trumansburg, NY 14886. Donations can be debited
automatically from either a checking or savings account. If you have any question feel free
to email or call Mike at mes13@cornell.edu or 607-387-5174.

AUTHORIZATION FORM
Ithaca Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends Inc.
Your name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Email address:
I would like to make the following contribution(s):

Corrections
Lynn Grove / 418 McGraw House,
Ithaca, NY 14850 / phone still 2561203
Pat Pingel’s phone number is now (610)
763-4087.

mplete the authorization
Additions
surer: Mike
Simkin,
Ellie Andrews
/ (917) 902-2682 / elea14886. Donations
can
nor.snow@gmail.com
ecking or savings

Liz Brauer & Francis Prescott / (607)
229-2402 / liz.brauer@gmail.com /
francis.prescott@gmail.com
Stephanie Burgess / (607) 227-7526 /
pleasantpeak@yahoo.com
Steve Paisley / 119 South Hill Terrace,
Ithaca, NY 14850 / (607) 27-2858 /
everydayispoetry@gmail.com
Sanaker Family: Asha, Matthew, and
daughters Hazel & Ruby / 677 Cobb
Street, Groton, NY 13073 / (607)
220-4091 / venusofithaca@gmail.com

General Operating Fund

$ ______

Building Fund

$ ______

Kitchen Cupboard________

$ ______

Other _________________

$ ______

Other _________________

$ ______

Date of first contribution: ___/___/___
Frequency of contribution (check one):
Weekly – Mondays
Bi-Weekly (every other week)
Semi-monthly – 1st and 15th
Monthly on the 1st
Monthly on the 15th

Total

CHECKING / SAVINGS

Complete this section if using your checking or savings account

Please debit my (check one):
Checking account—attach voided check
Routing #:

Savings account—attach voided deposit slip
Account #:

Valid routing # must start with 0,1,2 or 3
I authorize the above organization to process debit entries to the above account. I understand that
this authority will remain in effect until I provide reasonable notification to terminate the authorization.
Authorized signature: ______________________________________________ Date:

Powell House: Check It Out
Powell House is a Quaker retreat center
owned and operated by New York Yearly
Meeting: that’s us. It is in Old Chatham,
NY, south of Albany.
Powell House offers many retreats for
adults and for children. The retreats generally begin with dinner on Friday and wrap
up with lunch on Sunday. Meals and lodging are included in the costs of registration.
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/

/

Upcoming PoHo retreats include:
Trees Please!: for 4th and 5th graders
Fall Work, Contra Dance and Storytelling:
for adults
Let’s Talk: for high schoolers
Living in the Testimony of Community: for
adults
Can it (Or Not): for middle schoolers

For more information, visit www.
powellhouse.org. Our Meeting has some
scholarships available.

http://ithacamonthlymeeting.org
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October in Ithaca Monthly Meeting History

Program Committee Looks Forward to...

Compiled by Meeting Historian, Tom Brown.

In addition to the Discernment Retreat (see page 7) on November
3rd, Program Committee is planning two more events in the coming months.

5 Years Ago (October 14, 1992)
The responsibility for making decisions on scholarships for attending Friends-related meetings, conferences, and workshops was
transferred from the Treasurer to a three-person subcommittee of
Ministry & Oversight (now Ministry and Worship).

15 Years Ago (October 13, 1997)
IMM approved building a ramp onto the Hector Meeting House
at a cost not to exceed $4,000.
Trustees, with IMM approval, have begun the process of challenging the City’s appraisal of the land to be taken from The Burtt
House property by the City for a linear park adjacent to the Fall
Creek Gorge. Ken Gardner, a local appraiser, has been employed
to assist in this process.

35 Years Ago (October 10, 1977)
Ned Burtt reported on the use and misuse of his cabin, built last
spring at the edge of Fall Creek Gorge just above the Ithaca Falls.
Its purpose was to be a shelter for quiet meditation. It has been
so used. But also it has been misused by rude and thoughtless individuals, identity unknown, who have littered it with cans and
bottles and defaced it with ink graffiti. Ned spoke to us about
this with two purposes in mind—to ask for helpful suggestions for
keeping the cabin open and free, and to remind us that the more
it is used for the intended purpose, the less time there will be for
vandalism. [Note: The Burtt House Committee continues to work
with the Burtt House caretaker and residents on upkeep of the
meditation building. Friends are welcome to visit it at any time.]

60 Years Ago (October 13, 1952)
Details of plans for the November 9 “Church of the Air” broadcast
(on WHCU) were given. Music will be used. Speakers will include Jean Klune, Ruth Freeman, and Ned Burtt.

65 Years Ago (October 13, 1947)
The Service Committee reported that three 70-pound relief packages were sent off (to Europe) last month.

70 Years Ago (October 12, 1942)
George and Jean Klune reported the birth of their daughter
Virginia on July 19. She is the first birthright member of IMM.
Fifteen Ithaca Friends drove to the Civilian Public Service camp
at Big Flats, NY. Their project of the camp is raising certified seed.
There are 14 Friends in camp, some of whom have accepted an invitation to come to the next Ithaca Monthly Meeting, that we may
be informed of their needs and perhaps be of service to this camp,
which is only 32 miles from Ithaca. [Note: CPS camps provided
an alternative to military service during World War II. Most of
those in the Northeast had agricultural or forestry-related projects
and were run jointly by an appropriate state or federal conservation
agency and one of the historic peace churches.]
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First, on December 9 at 9am, we look forward to Fell Cadwallader
leading a program on spirituality tentatively titled, “Words...Why
Easier Than Action?”.
Second, go ahead and save the date now: on February 2, 2013,
Friend Jon Watts who will lead us to consider the question of
radical authenticity. His program is titled, “Clothe Yourself in
Righteousness.” What did early Friends mean when they said they
were called to be Clothed in Righteousness? What might it mean
for us? Details to follow.
Jon Watts is a Quaker songwriter, and a recent graduate of Guilford
College. He visited our meeting a few years ago when he spent two
years traveling bewteen Meetings up and down the East Coast, often on bicycle. He’s played for many Quaker schools, been featured
at Farmington Scipio Regional Meeting and at Friends General
Conference.
Visit Jon’s website at www.jonwatts.com or find his music videos,
such as “Friend Speaks My Mind,” on YouTube.
— Lynn Truame and Carolyn Kenyon

Joe Crookston Performs Benefit Concert
Joe Crookston will be performing at the State Theater on Friday,
October 26th. Joe is donating proceeds from this show to New
Roots Charter School and the Northern Light Learning Center, a
homeschool cooperative that caters to the needs of multiple IMM
children.
From Ithaca NY, Joe’s music swirls with lightness, darkness, hope,
cynicism, Martin guitars, Dylan Thomas, Taoist parables, Neil
Young, clocks ticking, weeping willows, bluebirds, drunken roosters, a little gospel, and a lot of fun. A Master Songwriter.
He’ll be joined by Peter Glanville on tenor guitar and vocals. A
full night of: “Stomping Loud in Minor Keys and Story Songs and
Jubilee”
Doors open at 6:30 for wine and beer before the show. Concert at
7:30.
Tickets are available now at The State Theatre Box Office: 105 W
State St, Ithaca, NY. Walk in and get them or buy them from Gina
Varrichio after Meeting for Worship. Also available by phone at:
1-800-919-6272; or online at: stateofithaca.com.

http://ithacamonthlymeeting.org

— Gina Varrichio
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Ithaca Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
Monthly Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business, September 9, 2012
Clerk: Steve Mohlke
Assistant Clerk: Antonia Saxon
Recording Clerks: Nancy Gabriel and Marilyn Ray
(The @ signifies that the minute has been read and approved during
Meeting. Please note that copies of all annual reports provided during
this Meeting are on file with and available from the Clerk or Recording
Clerk.)
201209.1 Opening
Ithaca Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society Friends met
in Monthly Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business,
on September 9, 2012. At 12:30 PM, seventeen Friends were
gathered in worship. Clerk opened the meeting for business and
reviewed the agenda, extending our gratitude to Bronwyn Mohlke,
who was holding the Meeting in the Light. Clerk read from The
Wisdom of Group Decisions, on seeing points of disagreement
not in terms of rightness or wrongness, but as differences in perspective, or “where we sit”. Good group decisions emerge from
considering all the differences, working out the tensions, and identifying what is best for the group as a whole. After the reading, we
continued in open worship.
201209.2 Clerk and Assistant Clerk’s Business
Tonia Saxon, Assistant Clerk, presented a concern which was
raised about whether the Meeting should accept the gift of a piano
for the meetinghouse. The Clerks reviewed the history of this offer,
which had been considered and declined by three committees with
appropriate oversight responsibilities. Clerks came to see that there
were voices which had not been heard during those committees’
deliberations, and decided to test whether the feeling of wanting a
piano was widely-enough felt in the body of the whole Meeting to
reopen the question.
Friends continued in worship to seek discernment. In discussion,
Friends brought several factors into consideration beyond those
already mentioned. Clerk tested whether we had heard enough interest in having a piano to ask for a detailed proposal which will
address the specific questions that linger. Friends felt that sufficient
interest exists in the body. The Assistant Clerk will draw up a list
of questions to be addressed, and invite interested volunteers to
form an ad hoc committee to do the research. The list of questions
and proposed volunteers will be presented to October Meeting for
Business. @
201209.3 Earthcare Committee
Margaret McCasland brought the text of the Genesee Valley
Quaker Meeting Minute on Hydrofracking for IMM’s consideration. The text follows:
Genesee Valley Quaker Meeting (Dansville, NY) approved the
following minute at Meeting for Business on June 3, 2012:
Members of Genesee Valley Quaker Meeting have considered the
potential consequences of High Volume Hydraulic Fracturing (also
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known as HVHF, horizontal hydrofracking, or fracking) in New
York State. We strongly oppose initiating hydrofracking in New
York State.
As Quakers, we experience the divine through loving and truthful
relationships with all people and all creation. From what we
understand about fracking, it is inconsistent with our faith
and practices. In other states where horizontal hydrofracking
was performed, it resulted in forever losing vast amounts of
fresh water, releasing toxins into the environment, damaging
communities, and costing the tax payers. We urge our political
representatives to prohibit the practice of HVHF in New York
State. We support legislation and incentives to do the following:
promote research, development, and use of renewable and
sustainable energy; support local organic farms and farmers;
protect the air and water; institute accountability for industries
that cause environmental damage; and create long-term economic
policies that promote work for New York State residents that they
can do in good conscience.
We urge all citizens to thoughtfully consider the long term effects
of hydrofracking on the water, land, local economy, infrastructure,
services, and the community as a whole. We are encouraged by
the many communities that are coming together to educate one
another, to consider the complex interrelation of the many issues
that surround hydrofracking, and to seek a way forward together
based on truth and respect.

Friends expressed their sense of the Minute’s qualities and limitations, and found that it resonated with us. Margaret reminded us
of the Minute on Energy Resources and Right Relationship with
Earth, which our Meeting approved in December 2009. The following Minute was APPROVED:
Ithaca Monthly Meeting joins with the June 2012 Genesee Valley
Quaker Meeting Minute on Hydrofracking.
Earthcare Committee will distribute our Minute of Approval in
a timely way to the appropriate government agencies and wider
Quaker bodies.
@
201209.4 Finance Committee
Mike Simkin brought the Committee’s recommendation for responding to the NYYM request about IMM’s contribution to the
2013 budget. We will respond that, as in the past, our contribution
will be equal to last year’s, i.e. $15,000; and that we will consider
a possible increase in that amount after we have had further discernment on our Meeting’s budget for the coming year. Meeting
APPROVED the committee’s recommendation.
@
201209.5 Social Justice Committee
Barbara Barry presented a proposed Minute and offered background information about the Alternatives to Violence Project
[AVP] and the hopes for the Ithaca AVP program. Meeting
APPROVED the following Minute:

http://ithacamonthlymeeting.org

Minutes continue on page 7
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Minutes, continued from page 6

Discernment: Retreat for IMM

Ithaca Monthly Meeting will co-sponsor the Alternatives to
Violence Project [AVP] basic training weekend which is to be held
in Ithaca from October 19-21, 2012. This commits the Meeting
to being listed publicly as a co-sponsor, and to offering material support to the organizers and facilitators. The Social Justice
Committee will provide assistance with one meal and hospitality. It is hoped that individuals and other committees from this
Meeting might offer tangible support such as giving a donation to
help offset costs, providing or serving meals or snacks, or helping
with hospitality for a facilitator. @

Christopher Sammond will return to lead us in a one-day retreat
focused on Spiritual Discernment. This will be Saturday, November
3rd at the Third Street Meetinghouse from 9am to 4pm.

201209.6 Scholarship Subcommittee of Ministry and Worship
Barbara Ganzel presented the report that the subcommittee has
approved a grant of $2,300, to be paid in two installments, to Steve
Mohlke to offset costs of his attending the School of the Spirit.
One payment is to be made immediately, and the subcommittee
will ask the Finance Committee to take the second half of the
grant into account for the 2013 budget. Friends received the report.
@
201209.7 Treasurer’s Report
Mike Simkin, Treasurer, presented the monthly report for August.
He pointed out that 29.6% of contributions toward the annual
budget have been paid through the first eight months. Treasurer
will take steps to bring that information to the attention of members and attenders. Friends received the report. @
201209.8 Other Concerns
A Friend expressed her concern, lingering from the Earthcare discussion, that passing a Minute does not lay out any plan of action
to address the issues addressed in the Minute. It is a longstanding
challenge for Friends to commit to actions as readily as to words.
@
Sixteen Friends settled into worship at 2:40 PM before adjourning.
Our next regular Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business
will be held at the rise of Meeting on October 14, 2012.

Christopher Sammond, the General Secretary of New York Yearly
Meeting, led IMM in a two-day retreat in March titled “The Heart
of Worship.” Christopher has led workshops and brought messages in a wide variety of Friends’ contexts.
Christopher carries a concern for faithfulness, and has traveled extensively in the ministry. In his work as general secretary,
Christopher understands the core of his work to be helping others
to release their gifts in ministry. He is a member of Poplar Ridge
Monthly Meeting.
Why “discernment”?
Spiritual discernment lies at the Heart of Quaker spirituality
and practice. It’s grounded in the central Quaker conviction of the
availability to every person of the experience and guidance of God.
Discernment is the faculty we use to distinguish the true movement
of the Spirit to speak in meeting for worship from the wholly
human urge to share, to instruct, or to straighten people out. It is
the capacity we exercise in a centered meeting for worship for the
conduct of business to sense the right course for the meeting to take
in complex or difficult circumstances. It is that fallible, intuitive
gift we use in attempting to discriminate the course to which we are
personally led by god in a given situation, from our other impulses
and from the generalized judgments of conscience.

— “Spiritual Discernment” by Patricia Loring,
Pendle Hill Pamphlet 305

Join us as we seek to build our capacity for discernment, both individually and as a Meeting community. Registration will be
required, and registration information will be distributed on our
listserv (see page 1, left column for information on how to join).
Or, contact Carolyn Kenyon for details.
— Carolyn Kenyon

Respectfully Submitted,
Nancy Gabriel, Co-Recording Clerk

October 2012 Calendar of Ithaca Monthly Meeting
A Conversation About Prison
Friday, October 5, 6p

Come have a conversation at the Meetinghouse about the U.S.
Prison System with one who has been on the inside, Larry White.
We will begin with a potluck at 6:00 with Larry speaking at
7:00. Mr. White serves as Advisor to the Religious Society of
Friends Prison Committee. Childcare will be available. For more
information, please contact Janet Frieswyk at 202-321-8112.
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First Sunday Gentle Yoga
Sunday, October 7, 9:45a
Join us upstairs every first Sunday of the month for a gentle yoga
class led by Nick Boyar, yoga and stress reduction teacher at Island
Health & Fitness. The class will consist of gentle stretching, and
relaxation and breathing exercises. Appropriate for all ages and levels of experience and flexibility. Experience the effects of yoga on
the pleasure and depth of your worship experience. No mat required. Latecomers are welcome. We will end around 10:20.

http://ithacamonthlymeeting.org
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No formal First Day School
Sunday, October 7th
Instead of joining in their usual First Day School classes, children
convene upstairs in the Activity Room as one mixed-age group.

An Invitation: Workshop on Recording Clerking
Sunday, October 7, Rise of Meeting
Nancy Gabriel and Marilyn Ray invite you to a workshop for
Friends to learn more about the joys and challenges of serving as
Recording Clerk, the different tasks it involves, and how Marilyn
and Nancy each approaches the work. They will also answer questions. It will be an informal discussion lasting about one hour.
Nancy and Marilyn hope that many Friends will be interested in
learning more about this work and join them for the workshop.

Meeting for Eating with Attention to Pie
Saturday, October 13, 5:30p
Bring your best pie to the Meetinghouse and let’s try them all.
Savory pies, pumpkin pies, apple pies, pizza pies, you name it. For
information, contact Marin Clarkberg, clarkberg@cornell.edu.

Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business
Sunday, October 14, Rise of meeting
Agenda items to Steve by the preceding Wednesday.

Women’s Fellowship
Friday, October 19, 7p
We’ll again enjoy fellowship at the Ithaca Bakery on Meadow
Street. Enjoy coffee, tea, dinner, and/or dessert.

Workdays at the Burtt House
Friday and Saturday, October 19 & 20
There is joyful work to be done at the Burtt House, a Meetingowned property at 227 Willard Way near Cornell. Pitching in
this year will be volunteers from Cornell’s Into the Streets program. Friends are encouraged to come join this fall clean-up effort
alongside the Cornell students. For more information, contact Fell
Cadwallader or Melissa Travis Dunham.

Gates explains that for George Fox, “The spiritual understanding
of Scripture involves relentless stress on the inward meaning. In
order to understand the Scriptures in a spiritual sense, we must discover how they correspond to our own experience.” This ongoing
group meets the third Sunday of each month.

Earthcare Committee
Sunday, October 21, Rise of Meeting
We are returning to meeting on 3rd Sundays, recognizing that during some months meeting-wide events may bump us out of this
spot. All are welcome to join in the work of this committee.

Newsletter submissions due
Thursday, October 25, 5p
Please provide your newsletter contributions to Marin Clarkberg:
150 Giles St., 14850, 607-279-4722, clarkberg@cornell.edu.

Dish-to-Pass Brunch
Sunday, October 28, Rise of Meeting
All are welcome to join in fellowship. Friends are invited to bring
a dish to share.

Discussion of End of Life Issues
Sunday, October 28, Rise of Meeting
The Pastoral Care Committee is hosting a two-part series on
end-of-life issues. In this first event, Jeff Collins, Hospicare social worker, and Kira Lallas, Hospicare community bereavement
counselor, will join us at the Rise of Meeting on Sunday Oct. 28
to discuss how to support someone who’s dying or facing serious
illness, and/or someone who’s grieving. What can we as individuals and as a Meeting do to support F/friends who are facing these
important issues?
Part two of the discussion series will focus on burial and other options. Date and time to be determined.

Friends Bike Clinic
Sunday, October 28, 1-3p
Bring your bikes and learn how to fix them.

Quakers Studying the Bible
Sunday, October 21, 9a

Save the Date: November 3
Discernment Retreat with Christopher Sammond

How do the scriptures correspond to your own experience?
Curious? Join us for Bible Study. In Opening the Scriptures, Tom

See page 7 for more information.

Every Sunday

Other Weekly IMM Events

9:45a Coffee and fellowship in the library of the Third Street
Meetinghouse

10:30a Meeting for Worship for all ages at the Third Street
Meetinghouse

10:45a First Day School-aged Friends exit the meetingroom.
Note: there is no formal First Day School programming in
the summer. Please be mindful of footfalls while upstairs, and consider removing your shoes.
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Wed 5:30-6:30p Meeting for worship at the Third Street
		Meetinghouse

Wed

7:30p Midweek meeting for worship at the Burtt House
		 (227 N. Willard Way)

Thurs

5-5:30p Peace Vigil at the bottom of East State Street near
the Community School for Music and Arts
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